An attempt to understand glioma stem cell biology through centrality analysis of a protein interaction network.
Biological networks can be analyzed using "Centrality Analysis" to identify the more influential nodes and interactions in the network. This study was undertaken to create and visualize a biological network comprising of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) amongst proteins which are preferentially over-expressed in glioma cancer stem cell component (GCSC) of glioblastomas as compared to the glioma non-stem cancer cell (GNSC) component and then to analyze this network through centrality analyses (CA) in order to identify the essential proteins in this network and their interactions. In addition, this study proposes a new centrality analysis method pertaining exclusively to transcription factors (TFs) and interactions amongst them. Moreover the relevant molecular functions, biological processes and biochemical pathways amongst these proteins were sought through enrichment analysis. A protein interaction network was created using a list of proteins which have been shown to be preferentially expressed or over-expressed in GCSCs isolated from glioblastomas as compared to the GNSCs. This list comprising of 38 proteins, created using manual literature mining, was submitted to the Reactome FIViz tool, a web based application integrated into Cytoscape, an open source software platform for visualizing and analyzing molecular interaction networks and biological pathways to produce the network. This network was subjected to centrality analyses utilizing ranked lists of six centrality measures using the FIViz application and (for the first time) a dedicated centrality analysis plug-in ; CytoNCA. The interactions exclusively amongst the transcription factors were nalyzed through a newly proposed centrality analysis method called "Gene Expression Associated Degree Centrality Analysis (GEADCA)". Enrichment analysis was performed using the "network function analysis" tool on Reactome. The CA was able to identify a small set of proteins with consistently high centrality ranks that is indicative of their strong influence in the protein protein interaction network. Similarly the newly proposed GEADCA helped identify the transcription factors with high centrality values indicative of their key roles in transcriptional regulation. The enrichment studies provided a list of molecular functions, biological processes and biochemical pathways associated with the constructed network. The study shows how pathway based databases may be used to create and analyze a relevant protein interaction network in glioma cancer stem cells and identify the essential elements within it to gather insights into the molecular interactions that regulate the properties of glioma stem cells. How these insights may be utilized to help the development of future research towards formulation of new management strategies have been discussed from a theoretical standpoint.